
The DJs That Played My Music 

I’d also like to thank the DJs that played my music back in the 1950s and 1960s whose 

names escape me now and the ones that have played my music since returning … 

Darwin Lee Hill in Poughkeepsie NY, a longtime friend of mine <> Miro Desperak in 

Poland, a friend and true traditional country music fan <> Ken Hippler in Minnesota, a 

longtime friend of John <> Barry Wass in Australia [recently retired] <> Dann Hansen 

in Sweden <> Dick Storm in Michigan; a dear friend of ours and a fine person … he has 

done a lot to support and promote my music <> and last but not least, Noel Parry in 

New Zealand. They have all been good to me over the past nine years and some years 

longer on their Traditional Country Music radio shows, especially Dick and Ken. One DJ 

earns special recognition … he has been incredibly good to me and my music. Noel 

Parry, who has become a dear friend to John and me, hosts a fine three-hour country 

music show each Wednesday evening New Zealand time [Tuesday late night eastern 

time … 10:30 PM this time of year]. He streams live via the Internet on the Radio 

Southland website [http://radiosouthland.org.nz/]. At one time Noel played almost 

exclusively old traditional country music but as his popularity has grown by leaps and 

bounds, he gets CDs of newer traditional-like country singing artists from around the 

globe that are looking for airtime. To that end, he plays their traditional-like as well a 

pure traditional country music … it is a fascinating show to listen to … it seems 

traditional-type country music still thrives everywhere but here in the U.S. where it 

originated. Noel, if he can, thoughtfully spins three of my songs each week. Thank you, 

Noel! Note: John here … now folks, here is a big treat … on March 27, 2018 [Eastern 

U.S.] Noel did a 60-minute June Webb dedication. Miss June and would like to share it 

with you. I have broken it down into two parts so it will load easier. Enjoy it! [Part 1 

and Part 2] 

 


